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Community battles drug scene
ByRICHARDBASH
StaffReporter
"The 'War on Drugs' is a war against
Blacks and youth," reads the five-foot
high red lettering on the side of a
concrete wall near Seattle University.
Some think that graffiti isaccurate.
Others, likeMichaelPreston,director
of Central Area Youth Association,
don't think there's any kind of war
against drugs going on and there's "no
credible concern" in the Bush
Administration inregards toa"real war"
on drugs. "Thecurrent war on drugs is
like shooting spitwads at a battleship,"
he said.
"Idon't think wereally have a [drug]
war going on at the national level, at
the state level,nor totally serious at the
city government level or with police
action. It's a structural problem with
America," said Preston, whose
association helps inner-city youth with
educational andsocialdevelopment.
Preston, who is also a Seattle School
Board member, contrasted the Metro
Council's "war on racism" reaction -
which prompted the resignation of its
executive director whenuseof outlawed
South African granite in the new bus
tunnel was discovered - with the
national government's low-keyreaction
when it was leaked that the FBI and
CIA knowingly allowed Contra drug
dealing. Preston said that any serious
drugpolicy would include a "hands-off
policy" towardcountries involved with
drugs.
Preston said he wants the Federal
government to create jobsand provide
special loans and incentives to the poor
so those people wouldn't have as their
"only economic option getting started
in the drug trade."
Preston said there must also be a
local commitment to offer young
people involved inthe drug trade some
of the same benefits they receive from
beinginvolved in that drug trade - "like
anopportunity to establish a business,"
hesaid.
"If you can get started in the drug
trade with $15 and build it into a
$15,000perday operationandyoucan't
borrow $10,000 from a bank to start a
car wash.. .what are you going to be
into?"heasked.
Preston finds something "sinister" in
the way the drug trade is being
"allocated" to theblack community. He
said the negative impact is
disproportionate because blacks don't
control the trade nor reap the most
financial benefits from it. "People
come to theCentral Area from Bellevue
innew Mercedes because they can't buy
it [cocaine]inKirkland. There's no way
it's possible.. .lucrative as it is.. .that
at the top of the pyramid are black
people who live in the projects," he
said.
organized volunteer group of multi-
racial crime-stopping youth who
consider themselves on the front line in
the war on drugs, have patrolled some
of Seattle's most notorious streets for
the past six years.
The group, back after a less-than-
friendly reception by the Seattle Police
10 years ago, use their unarmed
presence as "visualdeterrence" to drug
sales on the streets. They wear bright-
red berets and appear on Broadway,
University Avenue andin the downtown
area
"The Angels patrol basically where
[hard] drugs are sold," said 18-year-old
member Steve Taylor. "They see us
and they don't do it [selldrugs]. When
we leave they come back,but we come
back. We make citizen arrests," he said.
Taylor,one of 20or sc members now
in the Seattle area, is a chapter
coordinator fromChicago who"came to
helprecruit."
Corporate Action Against Drugs
(CAAD) is a community mobilization
organization to counteract drugs and
gangs. Its youth action arm, Youth
Challenge, is a "first in the nation"
three-phase role model programcreated
to "excite,educate and challengeat-risk
youth" inSeattle public schools.
According to program developer
Juanita Ramos, the privately-funded
pilot project gets professional athletes
from all over the country to participate
in high school and middle school
"motivational assemblies" prompting
clean life styles. Next the program
sponsors peer pressure and self-esteem
workshops at the school. Then the
model program offers a one-on-one
"mentorshipprogram."
Youth Challenge will soon be
working with an elementary school in
the GreenLake area due to a "desperate"
call froma schoolcounselor concerning
students that "sleep outside in boxes
because their parentsare on drugs and
seldomhome,"Ramos added.
Preston said that Seattle University
can help the community fight drugs by
getting involved in some of the direct
service programs in the area like
coachingsomeof thearea youthathletic
teams, working with the Central Area
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire,
and Big Brother and Big Sister
programs. He said SU could offer
limited access to facilities for organized
activities (which SU already does on a
very limited basis). SUcould alsooffer
limited summer employment, he said,
even if only groundskeeping jobs.









Michael Preston of the Central Area Youth Association
Heilbroner to speak here next week
Robert Heilbroner,world-reknowned
economist and author, will visit Seattle
University May 15 and 16 for a public
lecture andaseriesof talks toclasses.
Heibroner, whose books include The
Future as History, An Inquiry into the
Human Prospect, TheNature ofLogic
and Capitalism and The Worldly
Philosophers,is scheduled tomakenine
presentations on various topics to
differentSUclasses.
His public appearance will be held in
the Campion Ballroom on May 15 at
7:30p.m., when he will speak on "The
Global Adoption of Capitalism."
Heibroner contends that - for better or
worse - capitalism has triumphed over
socialism. He cites the spread of
capitalism to the U.S.S.R., the Peoples
Republic ofChinaandelsewhere.
The lecture is free. There are no
tickets or reservations.
His class presentations will range in
subject matter from philosophy to



















last week Robert Fenn, director of
Plant Services, estimated the week
startingMay 15 as the targetto have
containers in place in 22 buildings
aroundcampus.
Their reasons for implementing a
recycling plan are to reduce Seattle
Universities garbagebill,save limited
landfill spaceandconserveenergyand
natural resources, the committee
stated. Fenn said that reducing the
garbagebill is notalarge issuein the "
recycling question. "We'renot going
toreducemuch costafter theprevious
reduction from the new trash
compactor," he said.
The committee selected the Paper
Fibers Company to handle the
recycling needs of SU. Fenn said
they had narrowed down seven
possible companies, three of which
had attended a meeting with the
recyclingcommittee. Paper Fibers is
the only one who responded with a
campus-wide recyclingproposal, said
Fenn. Paper Fibers is a subsidiary of
the company that handles Curb-Side
recycling for thecityof Seattle.
The committee plans to start out
justrecycling paperand then move to
glassandcans ata later time when the
recyclingprocessis wellestablished.
Thecommittee will sendouta flyer
to alldepartments informing them of
the impending plan. On the reverse
side of the pamphlet is a list of "do
recycle" and "don't recycle" that
people can post by their desks to
avoid confusion. Each department
will be supplied with appropriate
containers, labeled for each type of
recyclablematerial.
The estimated equipment and
staffing needs of the project include
variouscardboardboxesand largebins
suppliedby PaperFibers at no cost
A pickup truck for transport from
building to buildingsuppliedbyPlant
Services at no cost.
Some staff willbe needed,paidand
volunteer,but the specifics will be
worked out after the plan has been
operating for awhile,saidFenn.
Fennand other committee members
walked through the 22 buildings
participating todetermine how long it
would take to collect containers on a
daily basis. They estimated three
hours (about 15 hours a week) to be
adequate,buta "shakedown" periodof






communications major and former
editor of the Whatcom Community
College Horizon, was appointed next
year'sSpectator editor lastFriday.
Penning began sifting through
applications for staff positions on
Seattle University's student newspaper
soon after hearing the goodnews from
Tim Leary,assistant vice president for
StudentLife.
She paused when asked if her past
editorial experience made her look
forward or feel a little apprehensive
about her new position. "It's a lot of
fun and a lot of hard work," she
reflected. "I have horror stories thatI
laughabout now."
Inaddition to editing the Horizon for
over a year, Penning wrote for the
Bellingham Times for eight months as
that newspaper's only staff reporter.
Theexperiencewasenhancedby the fact
that the editors gave her a lot of
independence,sherecalled.
Penning said she would like to sec-a
lot of stories nextyear generatedby the
reporters themselves. She expressed
enthusiasm about the writers who are
returningand said shelooks forward to
experimenting with different layout
techniques.
Herplansbeyondgraduationcenteron
newswriting for the print media, she
said.
Penning lives in Seattle's North End
with her two daughters, Amy (5) and
Debbie (3). "They hunt for my
bylines," Penning said of their
journalistic interests. "Since theymake
sacrifices for it,Ilike to make it fun for
them."
While she is in school,Amy attends
adaycare centernear their home which
has a kindergartenand Debbie stays at
SU'sDaycareCenter.
Penning, a LaConner High School
graduate,recalledbeing Shanghaiedinto
reportingby aWhatcom C.C.instructor
when returning to school after her
marriagebroke up.
"Miki Gilliland dragged me into
journalism," she said. The teacher
asked her to apply for the editor's
position a matter of days after Penning
signed up for a newswriting class and,
"againstmy better judgement," shenow
recalls,she wentfor it.
Penningsaid the comraderie she found
on the paper helped keep her going














One o{ the best things about the Army
Reserve, besides a goodpart-time salary, is the
GIBill.Just a littleof your time in the Army
Reserve earns youas muchas$5,040 to con-
tinue your education.
\bu serve one weekenda month (usually
two8-hour days) plus two weeksannual train-
ing, and earn over $80per weekend to start.
So, if a part-time income plus the GIBill
couldhelp you throughcollege, give us a call.
Sergeant First Class Hall 322-8440
BEAUYOUCANBE.
ARMYRESERVE.
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A majority of the Seattle University
population deals with financial aid
problems and long lines every quarter,
so it should come as no surprise that
the area was listed as one of the major
concerns inASSU's student survey.
A major problem students expressed
in the survey was their own lack of
understanding the financial aidprocess.
One big complaint is that office
personnel are notclear on the financial
aid process or are rude to students,
according to Sue Weibler, ASSU's
commuterrepresentative.
Weibler states that the director of
Financial Aid said it's hard to keepup
onall the problems.
According to Weibler, comments in
the survey reflected the belief of some
students that "they throw these people
in without enough training... that the
counselor doesn'tknow how tohelp the
students or has only half of the
information students need." She noted
that counselors want to help the best
theycan,but the students getconfused,
someone tells them something else and
theycomeback to the office angry.
"Students don't want to hear anything
[other] than thatFinancial Aidcan solve
their problems," said Weibler.Financial
Aid doesn't seem to have enough
personnel to handle all the problems,
sheadded.
The federal government determines
the amounta student and their parents
can afford to pay for tuition. The part
the students can afford, the government
calls their "need," according to Weibler.
"The word'need' getsconfused. What
the governmentthinks students can pay
and what students feel they can actually
pay is very different," said Weibler. "I
don't think students understand the
financial aidoffice canonly award them
money up to the point government
says. Anything over is illegal and
there's nothing theycan doabout it."
"A lotof financial aidproblemsarein
fact from federal regulations because
theychange so often and are complex,"
sheadded.
One of ASSU's primary goals, said
Weibler, is to get more effective
communication coming out of the
FinancialAid Office.
Weibler also noted that financial aid
will be increasing to keep up with the
increase of tuition. "When you raise
tuition youhave to raise financial aid,"
sheadded.
Another issue students are concerned
with is that they want the office to be
faster and more efficient. Along with
this, students added the need to
understand the Financial Aid Office
better,according to the report.
Weibler said the Representative
Council's aim was to help students get
other financial funding, keep it going
for new students and find alternate
funding sources.
The ASSUCouncil recommends the
university find ways to continue
helping student financially. "You want
to keep them at SU. It's kind of a bad
reflection on us if [students] transfer out
because they can't afford it anymore,"
said Weibler. "When you lose a really





Seattle Universityhonored itsown at
the Student Recognition Awards
Ceremonyheld in the Casey Commons
the eveningof May 4. The event was
sponsored by the Division of Student
Life and AlphaKappaPsi,whoawarded
plaquesandcertificates toorganizations
and individuals throughout the campus
community whose contributions
inspired their nomination and then
selection.
The evening, hosted by Jeremy
Stringer Ph.D., vice president for
Student Life,began with a community
service award for the university which
was presentedby John Keller,director
of Region Ten of the federal
government's ACTIONprogram, which
was accepted by William J. Sullivan,
S.J.,presidentof SeattleUniversity.
The many awards presented did not
include one for "most nerve," which
should have gone to Tim Leary,
assistant vice president for student life





Members of Mariachi Mucho Macan entertain the Seattle University
community at last Friday's Cinco de Mayo festivities in the mall





Seattle University's library doesn't
stack up well compared to other local
campus libraries, according to Steve
Cummins, ASSU's executive vice
president.
Cummins, speaking about concerns
expressed in ASSU's State of the
Student survey,said studentshere don't
get enough out of their library,
especially "considering how much our
tuition is."
Students want improvements in the
quantity, quality and timeliness of
library material, according to the
survey, inorder to better fulfill research
assignments.
Cummins acknowledgedit would be
"foolish" to spenda hugesum on books
in anattempt tostock the shelves. Any
improvements will have to be planned
outandmade over the longrun,he said.
Extending the library hours was
another top priority students noted.
"The library should be openedup at 11
a.m. on weekends," according to
Cummins, who noted there are alot of
people using the library Saturdays and
Sundays. He added that the reading
room shouldbe keptopen later atnight.
"People arekicked out of thereading
room at midnight every night," he
observed. "If itcouldbeopen 24 hours,
that would be fantastic." For now he
proposes givinga 2 a.m.closing timea
trial run. He added thatnear theendof
the quarter more and more people use
the library facilities.
Another concern students expressed















100% LIVE Instruction for the
November 1989 CPA Exam
Our 48 classProgram is offered
inSeattle atU.W. beginningJune 1.
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Joining the fight against drugs
By STEVECLARKE
Editor
A couple of items in last Sunday's
Seattle Times related to today's
Spectator cover story regarding efforts
in the Central Area to overcome local
drug problems. Seattle University's
mission andcloseproximity to thearea
givesour students auniqueopportunity
to become apartof those efforts,anda
goodstarting point is to become aware
of what isgoingon there.
Perhaps the bestplace to start is with
the story about Jack Richlen's gas
station and grocery store on 23rd
Avenue and East Union which lost
money for the first time in its history -
whichspans four decades - inJanuary.
Richlen told the Times that the
reason he is losing money is because
people see all the drug dealers who
congregatenear his store andare afraid
to comein. It'snot just that the dealers
are aggressive. Drive-by shootings
took the life of one young man very
close to his shop,and two bullet holes
near the entranceof the store attest to
another incident.
Richlen and some of his fellow
businesspeople in the areaare teaming
up to fight the problem. A main
strategy is to providemore patrollingof
thearea,bothby the SeattlePolice and
privatesecurity services.
Theproblem,of course, is toobroad
to be handled by a few more officers.
Withmany of thedrugdealers as young
as 12 or 13, and those shooting the
guns beingpresumably not mucholder,
it should be readily apparent that an
entire generation is truly at risk. The
Seattle area needs to act now or else
learn to live with a significant and
growing portion of its populace that
cares only for drugs - and is heavily
armed
Today's Spectator article by Richard
Bash looks at efforts within the local
community to turn the tide. Thepeople
at the Central Area Youth Association
How wouldJesus fight the drug war ?
(CAYA) work to turn kids on to long-
term and rewarding highs that they
won't find in a pipe. The Guardian
Angels reflect a commitment among
others to peacefully disrupt gang
operationsand at the same timeoffer an
alternative peer group that is not
centered around drugs.
The community efforts are
heartening, but they need help. As
CAYA's Michael Preston notes, the
lucrative drug trade looks evenbetter to
kids when they see that business loans
by banks are beyond the reach of most
in thecommunity who try to make the
effort.
It isn't just money that's needed.
CAYAruns a tutoring program for kids
in the area from first grade on up that
needs volunteers. Theirnumber is632-
-6640. The organization also
coordinates sportsandother activities.
Asan institution,SU shouldnot wait
to be asked to provide facilities and
student resources toyouth groupsin the
area. The investment is so minor,and
thepotentialrewards sogreat,that there
isno excuse to waitany longer.
There was another piece in the last
Sunday'sTimes about thisproblem. It
was a commentary by Charles
Krauthammer, who wrote that the
governmentcannotbe expected to give
people a senseof worth or areason for
sacrificing immediate pleasuretoday for
rewards down theroad.
Krauthammer's words had thedefinite
ring of the conservativism that has in
the past abandoned many people in
poverty. But he is right when he says
that the culture, thecommunity and the
family must ultimately take
responsibility for its people and not
pass the buck over to "the
government."
Drop by CAYA next time you get a
chance and check thepeople out. This
is your culture. This is your
community. Thisis your family.
Letters
Tenure decisions
Iam writing in response to Bodette
Penning's article regarding thepractices
related to granting tenure at this
university. Asa student, lampleased
that student evaluation forms are taken
seriously. However,Iam concerned
thatmany students may notunderstand
the seriousness of the task set before
them when they are given 15 minutes
on thelastday of the quarter to evaluate
their instructor's performance. UntilI
read Ms. Penning's article,Iwas not
aware that teacher evaluation forms were
usedas theprimarycriteria for tenure.
In addition to my concern that
students may not take the task of
evaluationentirely seriously,Iam also
concerned that students may not have
sufficientbackground to judge whether a
teacheriseffective.
By basing most tenure decisions
solely on student evaluations,Seattle
University is in danger of turning the
tenure selection process into a
popularity contest. Sometimes the
teachers whoare themost well-likedby
students are not the ones who are the
most effective teachers. It is entirely
possible that popular teachers will fare
better on evaluation forms than their
lesspopular,butperhaps more effective
colleagues.
IapplaudFr. Topel for valuing the
opinionsof students and for taking their
evaluation forms seriously. Iagree
withhim that SUis "our university."
But it is also a community comprised
of many talented faculty who should
share in theevaluationprocess.
Istrongly agree with Dr. Brubaker
that the system needs to be revamped.I
urge the Faculty Senate subcommittee
on teaching evaluation to adopt the
measures that they are currently
considering: "peer evaluation and
analysis of syllabi, mode of instruction
andeffectiveness of material." If these
measures are coupled with the student
evaluation forms, a more balanced
picture of a particular instructor's
performance can begained.
SU is trying to attract students in an
extremely competitive market.
Maintaining our placeasa leader in the
academic community requires that SU
attract and keep professionals of the
highestcaliber. Tenureshould begiven
to the best qualified. By making the
evaluation process for the determining
tenure a collaborative task between
students andprofessionals, SU will be
better able to maintain the Jesuit




(Editor's Note: The Spectator
received a copyof this letter which was
originally sent to JorgeRamirez of the
Office ofMinority Affairs.)
Last quarter,Ireceived a mailing
from your office concerning Navy
scholarships.Ihavechosen to respond
to it at this time. Iwish it known that
Iwas highly disturbed by such a
mailing, andinsome regard considered
it an offense. Iquestioned such a
mailingon twolevels.
First,Ihave a difficulty reconciling
the fact that a Jesuit university such as
Seattle University, which prides itself
in proclaiming the Christian value into
today's society, and which champions
peaceand justice issues in many facets
of the human situation, would also
sponsor andendorse institutions suchas
this particular branch of the armed
forces who in many ways counter a
significant portion of those same
values. Forme toaccept the legitimacy
of such an institution as the one being
endorsed, even under the guise of a
scholarship, would compromise the
values of the Christian academy to
which Ibelong, of course not to
mention the suffering and oppression
throughout the world.
Secondly,Iam highly disturbed thatI
was one of only a select population to
receive such amailing. Iassume it was
because Ibelong to a minority. To
solicit such a mailing based solely on
social or even financial "categories" is
pure exploitation in its effect. This
point would not be valid had the
solicitation been made of the whole
university community, which I
understand wasnot the case.
Iwould therefore request that Ibe
"stricken" from such aprivilegedlist so
as not to receive such mailings in the
future. Irecognize that my voicealone
will notstopmilitary aggressionin our
time, but Irefuse to have my name
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The illusions of Olympia
ByTERRY J.ONUSTACK
Staff Reporter
With eager spirits, high energy and
devoted hope,Patty Murray entered the
Washington State Legislature last
January looking forward to
accomplishments that sheandher fellow
senators wouldmake.
She idealized Olympia as an
organized,open-mindedplace where the
147 elected legislators would work
together to find solutions to the state's
problems. After all, for the mostpart,
senators and representatives from both
parties were elected making the same
basic promises.
"Better schools,clean environment,
spending control, better services for
children." These were the common
cries. As well, they claimed to be
"team players," willing to work with
those across the aisle to achieve a
common goal.
Like many other freshmen senators,
Murray,a DemocratfromNorth Seattle,
quickly discovered the truth behind
Olympia. Open minds and unselfish
compromise are terms virtually unheard
of. Party politics, the majority,
caucuses,and committee chairmanships
are the name of the game. Control
these andcontrol the lives of the entire
populationof the stateofWashington.
This phenomenon has been
commonplace during this session of the
legislature. Major problems and
concerns face the state,yetkeymembers
of the Republican caucus refuse to face
these issues.
"Asa member of theminority party,
I'vehad to learn somehard lessonsright
off thebat," saysMurray. She hasbeen
forced to listen to and accept ideas
contrary to her belief, yet has found
closedears when the tables were turned." "You quickly learn that you have to
take a stand and play the game,"
explainsMurray.Despite herdispleasure
with the political games, Murray has
learned toplayhardball herself,refusing
to vote for some Republican bills
unless consideration was paid to
Democratic bills.
While this strategy helpedin some
cases, in others it failed.
To combat the problems of
Washington's unfair, regressive tax
system,Gov.BoothGardner proposed a
tax reform plan that would make the
system fairer. The plan includes an
income tax that would have to be
approved by the voters. But first the
state legislature must place it on the
ballot.
Although a tax reform plan passed
the Democratic-held House of
Representatives, theRepublican caucus
is holding the package hostage in the
Senate.
Senate Majority Leader Jeannette
Hayner (R-Walla Walla) hasrefused to
even try to negotiateacompromise with
thegovernor and theDemocrats. Why?
Because she andsome of hercolleagues
succeededinmaking the words "income
tax" aprofanity to some state residents.
And now,Hayner and her friends have
scared themselves away from being
associated with the words.
Compromise? Bi-partisan? In
Olympia?
The state of children in Washington
is scary. Washington ranks 47th outof
50 states in classroom size. Children
like EliCreekmore, the 3-year-old boy
who died from child abuse after being
returned to his parents by Child
Protective Services three times,dieeach
year due to poorly funded state
protection agencies. Other children are
born undernourished and without pre-
natal care.
State citizens drafted Initiative 102,
"the Children's Initiative,"asking the
legislature to raise money for children's
programs.
Again, the Republican caucus was
afraid to takea stand. Afraid that the
initiative will mean increased taxes,yet
unwilling to vote against the state's
children, Senate Republican leaders
instructed Sen. Linda Smith (R-Hazel
Dell) to fail to bring the initiative out
of her Child and Family Services
Committee.
While Democrats, like Murray, tried
to push the issue before the entire
Senate,Republican leaders either ruled
them out oforder or quicklyadjourned
for the day,avoidingthe issue.
"I knew that Iwas technically
breaking the rules of the Senate, butI
felt it necessary to point out to my
colleagues that there were Children's
Initiative supporters sitting in the
galleries of the Senate, waiting for
action on themeasure.
Now, thanks to the Republican's
political games, the state faces a costly
election in November for an initiative
almost all canagreeisneeded,even if it
means increased taxes. (Note: State
revenue forecasts show that a tax
increase might not be needed for
Initiative 102).
Even bi-partisan bills, like one
suggested by Republican Secretary of
State Ralph Munro, fall victim to the
Republican caucuses recentshenanigans.
Let the blame fall not only on the
Republican caucus. Democratic
majorities have played similar gamesin
the past, but not the extent the
Republicans have this year. The
governor, a Democrat,is alsoguilty of
playing this game, in retaliation,only
adding fuel to the fire. Late last week
he made demands on the legislature to
acton many unresolved issues,assuring
the state of a costly special legislative
session.
Our elected officials are chosenand
paid to doa job. Instead some of them
focus on childish games of power and
control. Others, likeMurray,are forced
to learn how to play the game, while
despising the outcome.
Compromise? Bi-partisan? Not in
Olympia.. .at least. ..not yet.
Who is controlling spending?
ByJOHNW.BERTEN
SU Student
Lt.Col.Oliver North's trial is over,
more than $40 million having been
spent, and we're still not really sure
where the buck stops regarding Iran-
Contra.OnMay4th, theHouse and the
Senate agreed to fudge numbers by
agreeingto a $1.2 trillion 1990 Federal
Budgetspendingplan.
"Usually you distort the number to
fool the public, but now there is not
even pretense of that," said the
Brookings Institute's R.G.Penner. "I'm
tempted to call it a conspiracy," said
Senator Hollings, Dem., S.C.
The Projected budget deficit of
$99.4 billion just squeaks under
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings' $100billion
limit. And, George Bush's promise of
"No new taxes!" will be broken to the
tune of $5.8 billion. Another $2.7
billion will be raised through increased
"user fees" atplaceslikeNationalParks.
And,$5.7 billion in federal assets such
aslandholdings willbe soldoff.
The "fudge factor" includes anumber
of ludicrous assumptions: "save" $19
billion by assuming 5.5% short-term
interest rate, rob "surplus" of $68
billion from Social Security "trust
fund", reassign $67 billion from other
trust funds, and farm payments of $1
billion made ahead of schedule so that
they do notcount against 1990. Couple
these with $28billion in spending cuts,
revenue increases, and bookkeeping
changes and we're really looking at a
$300billion deficit.
Which brings up the question, just
who do we owe the National Debt to?
TheReagan-Bushera hasnearly tripled
our collective debt to the stratospheric
$2.75 trillion level. $181 billion is
budgeted for interest payments alone.
(Computesout to 6.58%-sounds cheap,
doesn't it?) Domestic programs--
Education,Housing,Infrastructure,etc.-
-have suffered neglected during the
1980s.
Entitlement programs are budgeted
$556.4 billion-$6.8 billion less than,
the projected growth requires.
Reductions include $2.7 billion from
Medicare, $1.9 billion from farm
payments, and $1.1billion from Postal
and Federal employee retirement plans
through restructuring.
Every citizen owes, assuming a
population of 245 million,$11,224.50
as his share of our National Debt~to
those who hold the bill. If you break
down the 1990 budget, we will also
receive an averagebill of $4,634.70 in
taxes (per capita) plus an additional
$405.71 indebt.
That's right, a $1.2 trillion budget
means that we'rebeingcalled to pay the
Federal Government $5,040.41 to do
their thing-cut aid to the needy
segmentsofour society, and give more
to those whodo notneedit. AsIsee it,
theones whoreceived the benefits ought
to be the ones who make reparations.
The Savings & Loan crisis is a blaring
example.
It is time that we regain control of
government. The vast majority of us
feel that we are not experiencing
government by, and for, the people.
Meanwhile,our governmentboys play
their little games around the world. At
least $10 million was spent by the
C.I.A. in trying to influence last
Sunday's elections inPanama.
When are we going to say "Enough!"
Government needs tobe treated like an
old-fashioned business; the bottom iine
is important, but the health of the
company over-rides all other
considerations.
Without pride we are not happy. As
long as thepaper-profit crew isallowed
(i.e. Frank Lorenzo's computer
reservation system "theft" fromEastern)
to ransack our future by squirreling
away what we have worked sohard to
create~wedeserve our destitute fate.I
hope we wake up before a second
American Revolution is needed. It
seems that we need to re-regulate our
institutions,after allofReagan's round-
filing.
Congratulations to California for a
great start with the insurance folks! We
ought to push an initiative to roll-back
military spending 20% under 1987
levels also. A $60 billion reduction
sounds much more pragmatic than the
token $10 billion Cheeney asked for.
Well, at least Ollie won't get his
$22,800 a year pension for the great
"service" her has done for us, thanks to
that $40 millionconviction!
'Rights': govt. granted
or gifts from God?
To the Editor:
Theeditorial, "Legal'remedy'ignores
reality" (4/20), raised a number of
debatable issues related to abortion. I
would like to challenge its particular
conceptionof "rights".
The editorial asks that the reader
consider the position of "George Bush,
who has repeatedly called for anend to
the rights women gained through the
1973 Court decision,Roe vs. Wade."
There is a fundamental error here. It
asserts that rights are granted to
individuals by government, through
legislation, including the use of the
courts as its tool. In the abortion
editorial,rightsare seeminglygifts dealt
out by politicians, as a result of their
own whims, or due to majority
demands.
This view of rights is false.
Individual rights, in the American
tradition and in Christian thought, are
inherent qualities/values possessed by
every person. Rights are yours and
mine because of human nature, or
reason,or God, not due to the whims of
agovernmentofficialorgroup.
Governments are needed for the
purpose of creating objective laws
which will prevent the loss of rights
(whether due to the actions of the
individual or the government itself). A
governmentprotects individual rights,it
it does not provide them. And rights
can only be restricted if and when an
individual has violated the rights of
another (as through murder, theft,
demonstrations against U.S. Central
American policyor abortion,etc.).
This factremains unchanged,even if
laws are passed which infringe upon our
rights (such as those concerning
military drafts, income taxes,drug use,
censorship, affirmative action, etc.).
Any law that ispassed (regardless of its
alleged merits or weaknesses)ought to
be judgedonthebaasis ofitsprotection
ofeachindividual's right to "life,liberty
and thepursuit ofhappiness."
Apparently ililS WW individualistic^
theory of rights is notas "self-evident"
as might be hoped. Perhaps the issue
wasconfusedbysemantical errorand/or
by newspaper deadlines. Whatever the
cause, the principle behind our rights
should not be obscured. Righis are
individual possessions, free and
inalienable, not concessions from the
State/Church/School/Majority.
Whether one sees current abortion
laws as tools used to defend a person's
right to control her/hisown body,or as
government inaction in the face of
millions of unnecessary deaths, every





Ad Club marks high and
low inBoise competition
Seattle University's Ad Club came
home fromregionalcompetition a week
andahalfago withmixed feelings.
The presentation the eight students
put together for the Northwest
Advertising Federation's four-day
conference inBoise,Idaho,ratedhigher
than that of last year'snational winner,
but problems with their plan book
dropped the group's standing to sixth
outof the 10 schools competing.
While the difference between sixth
and second place amounted to only
about fivepoints, said Seri McClendon,
an Ad Club member, the results were
still frustrating. Thismarked the fourth
year SUhas been competing, she said,
and thegrouphad highhopesofplacing
in the top three for the first time.
The first and second place winners,
Washington State University and the
Universityof Washington respectively,
have a much larger pool ofadvertising
majors to select a team from than SU,
which is theonly private school in the
competition,McClendonnoted.
«She pointed to the fact UW offersm of its advertising students
academic creditfor working towards the
event, an effort which requires many
hours.
"We could win" if SU allowed
participation to be an elective course,
McClendon asserted, adding that for
many students already juggling classes
and job schedules, working extra
evenings on theproject is impossible.
The project each year involves
developing a completeadvertising and
marketing strategy for an untested
product, including packaging, sales
promotion, amedia plan andmarketing
strategies. The group also comes up
with ideas for commercials, which are
This year each school was given a
hypothetical budget of $40 million to
develop acompletecampaign for anew
cereal fromKellog's, whichgets tokeep
the rights for all the plan books
submitted in return for their
sponsorship. Each year there is a
different sponsor.
"It's the best hands-on learning
experiencean advertising student can
get,"McClendonnoted. Sheadded that
the conference is also a great place to
Ad Club members (from left to right): Kristine Ginger, Jeff
Barber, Seri McClendon, Soren Mills (advisor), Katy Simpson,
Sam Nlsco, Sabrina Mclntosh and Stuart Miner.




A candidates' forum for next week's
ASSU constituency elections will be
held Monday from 3-7 p.m. in the
library auditorium.
The primary election will take place
the next day, followed by the general
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From 'Campus' page 3
who, taking the podium after a
particularly dead one-liner from his
boss, leaned toward themicrophoneand
deadpanned, "Jeremyis easy to follow."
Theawards that were given included:
University-wide Awards, such as
the multicultural awareness awards.
The student recipient was Dani
Eagleton, with NormaUrena receiving
honorable mention. April Falkin,




together awarded the Good Samaritan
presentation,andBenes Aldanareceived
Spirit of theCampus Award. JosephB.
Levan,president of ASSUreceived the
leadership award, with honorable
mention in that categorygoing to Cheri
Block.
Norma Urena was given the
Archbishop Hunthauscn Service Award.
The McGoldrick Center Awards
included one for professional
development, which went to Michael
Lafranco, and outstanding international
student ofthe year, which was shared by
Petros Ghermay andMaria Chow.
The University Sports Awards
included outstanding service to
intramurals, which went to Clarke
Tibbits,and intercollegiate athletics,to
KevinEhlers andChristineMarinoni.
Office for Student Leadership
Awards for outstanding contribution to
leadership, service and activities was
presented to Tanguy Martin and,once
again, ChristineMarinoni.
Of the Resident Student
Services Awards, Ryan Bell was
named resident assistant of the year
whileGregBeckman andLianaPanesko
weredubbed thepartnershipof the year.
Campus Ministry Awards went
to Carla Roskam for outstanding
commitment to ministry, Nancy Miller
for outstanding spirit of faith and
service and the Search Committee for
outstanding service in building
community. The committee includes
Jeff Ursino, Cheri Block, Lynn Nold,
Susanne EversandMara Rempe.
Student Life Office Awards
included special recognition for the
work of Helen Dukeof the PeerReview
Board and orientation advisors Cheri
Block,PatDeMuth andCherylAmiot.
The awards for clubs and
organizations went to the Educational
Programs Committee, the Association
for International Relations and the
Associate Studentsof SeattleUniversity
Representative Council for its work
involving the State of the Student
report.
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Test Preperation Specialist
PMS addressed at seminar
ByVINHDO
StaffReporter
For something not classified as a
"disease," premenstrual syndrome is
capable of disrupting the lives of a
greatdeal of women.
Thedisorder,whichaffects 40percent
of female population between theages
of14 and 50,has no cure. MaryAnne
Morrison,an administrative assistant at
the SU's Center for Continuing
Education inRehabilitation, has lived
withpremenstrual syndrome (PMS) for
25 years.
Morrison studiedPMS extensively as
a project for the completion of her
master's degree inpastoralministry and
spoke on the subjectin aseminar and in
an interview last month.
Premenstrual syndrome is a
combination ofavarietyofphysicaland
emotional symptoms that women
between puberty and menopause
experience before their menstrual
period. Aside from the knowledge that
PMS is associated with hormonal
fluctuations in the menstrual cycle, no
definite cause for it has been
established.
The most common symptoms
women experiencebefore their period
are headaches,breast swelling, weight
gain, irritability, feelings of lack of
control and suicidal tendencies,
Morrison said. In her seminar, she
handed out a list containing 98
symptoms.
In an interview,she explained why
so little is understood about PMS. In
the past, she said, the medical
establishment, comprised mostly of
men, did not understand it and
dismissed it as just another female
problem. "The word hysterical and
hysterectomy comes from the Greek
root 'hystera' which means uterus,"
Morrison said. When women sought
help from doctors, "they [doctors]
thought we were hysterical."
She speculated that "If men
experiencedPMS to the same degreeas
women. . .with the same debilitating
effects, American medicine would have
killed itself. . .in finding a cure for it
decades ago."
At present, PMS has no cure and
cannot be diagnosed by lab tests,
according to Morrison, because
fluctuations in hormone levels - an
occurrence strongly associated with
PMS - cannotbe measured by a single
blood test. Whatdoes characterize PMS
is the cyclical manifestation of the
symptoms before each monthly period
and the general sense of relief from
these symptoms when menstruation
does occur.
The disorder has been mentioned in
medical journals since the 1930's but,
according to Morrison, it wasn't until
the 1980's that the subject of PMS was
brought into popular magazines for
generaldiscussion. Morrison wasquick
to point out that the medical
establishment was not the only one
who did not understand PMS. "I
thought there was something
[personally] wrong with me," she said
while recounting her own experience.
Even today, she said, some women
dismiss it.
Each woman experiences different
symptoms of PMS as well as different
degrees of intensity within each
symptom. Of the 40percent of women
who have PMS, 10 percent experience
symptoms severe enough to impair
their daily performance, Morrison said.
One woman might feel such mild
symptoms that she hardly realizes that
she has PMS, while another might
experience such severe headaches,
uncontrolable anger and a strong
preoccupation withkilling herself, that
she willneeddailymedication.
Though the percentage would imply
that 60 percent of women do not
experience premenstrual syndrome,
Morrison said, "It'shard to find women
who don't." She pointed out that in a
study on PMS, the University of
Washingtonhad trouble finding women
who did not experience it. She
speculated that there might be women
withPMS who do not even realize they
haveit.
Since no cure exists, women with
PMS must settle for recommendations
for whatalleviates symptoms.Morrison
suggested women seek help at clinics
such as the PMS Clinic and the
NorthwestCenter for HolisticMedicine,
both in Seattle. Such places might
provide medication for the relief of
some symptoms but Morrison warned
that their effectiveness will vary within
each woman.
The right diet and exercise program
determinedby physicianscan alsohelp,
Morrison added. Abstinence from
certain foods such as coffee and
chocolate is recommended because
coffee contains caffeine whichincreases
irritability whilechocolate causesbreast
tenderness. Walking regularly or
biking reduces tension because stress
only exacerbates PMS,Morrison said.
"Women should be much more
aggressive about taking care of
themselves," Morrison said. They
should not rule out alternative health
practices such as acupuncture because
such optionsare now available.
MaryAnne Morrison
Cross-country walk reveals poverty
ByDAVID LEIGH,SJ.
Special to the Spectator
Peter Harding, 33 year-old business
graduate of Pace University, walked
from New York to Los Angeles tolearn
about the problems of hunger and
homelessness. Speaking to Seattle
University students inDavid Brubaker's
"To Feed the World" classon April 28,
Harding said hebegan the walk to call
attention to the five million homeless
in this country and to gain experience
and support for Feed AmericaNow,an
educational organization founded last
year.
Hardingdiscovered that 50percent of
the homeless had lost their jobs within
the last year,20 percent were mental
patients and 20 percent were addicts.
Only a minority were the traditional
single men drifting since the
Depression. Most cities,he found,lack
anything but shelters to help the
homeless.
A former businessman with his own
catering service inNew York,Harding
losteverythingafter beingassaulted and
hospitalized for eight months. His
experienceof helplessnessand his work
in a soup kitchen in New York woke
him up to the plight of the homeless.
His response was to formFeed America
Now, whichis making videosand films
featuring interviews with homeless
people.
Please see 'Videos' page sixteen
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Celebrating the tradition of volunteer
Tracy Watson, holding Katya Kalfov, volunteers two days a week at the
Seattle Infant Development Center.
to b.c« Mcs:ress*v*^ Greenup UiJJ
"We have a responsibility to be involved
ByMISCHA LANYON
ManagingEditor
The Volunteer Center is celebrating theboom in growthand success
it'shadduring the past year. Coordinator SueKoehlerattributes this to
the five member student staff, which was anew featurethis year,anda
"quantum leap" in thenumber ofclasses with a service component.Last
year there were six suchclasses, this year 12 were offered.
Benes Aldana, Mary Cline, Terri Hyde, Christine Marinoni and
Charlene Szuch joined forces with Koehler this year as the Volunteer
Center expanded from a small nook behind the Campus Assistance
Center to its own office in theUpperChieftain.
"The student staff enabled us in the Fall to run The City My
Classroom' as part of the SU 100 program," said Koehler. "We took
groups of freshmen on walks through economically and culturally
diverse areas so theycan expand their educationoff campus."
The SU 100 class was just one class that required community
service. This Spring,students in Dr.David Brubaker's class, ToFeed
the World, are required to give 14 hours of their time to a local food
bank or soup kitchen. It's through classes like this that the Volunteer
Center has hadthemost success.
Thenew core curriculumrequires students to have "adevelopment of
thehabit ofservice prior to theirsenior year," according toKoehler.
"But there's nothing saying how this is supposed to happen," she
said. As it stands now, a student studying psychology may encounter
three classes that require volunteer service, where a business or
engineering major may not take one. "One proposal is to require 21
hours of service in a different culturalsetting through classes, Campus
Ministry,or the Volunteer Center. The academic community needs to
decide whatitmeans.Ihope by nextyear someconsensus can be built."
Koehler feels the Jesuit tradition at SU can only help encourage
volunteer opportunities. The Jesuit tradition of serving the poor and
being present to those who are most in needoverlaps with themission
of the Volunteer Center.
"Given our location and history, we have a responsibility to be
involved with those in need in the Central District," said Koehler.
"People will learn most if they are stretched to go beyond their own
cultural boundaries. And the community has been very receptive to
studentscoming in."
Thereis a goodballance betweenCampus Ministry andthe Volunteer
Center, according to Koehler. "Campus Minstry more intentionally
looks at the roleof the gospel and \
service. They provide students a gre
students in thepresence of thepoor."
While faculty interest througl
tremendously, the number of self-
pickedup slower than thestaffat the
to see. It has gone from about 50 stud
"I'd like to see more one-time cv
somethingpositive andlearn butcan
Koehler.
Such eventsas the Second Annua
last fall, or last Saturday's Greenup1
for the studentswhoparticipated.
The Volunteer Centerhas worked
the Office for Student Life, ASSU i
specialprojects all year. Fallquarter
center for homeless kids, anda Hal
residence hallsfor local children.
This spring, the Volunteer Cent*
Office on thePathwaysprogram, for
in "intentional whole person devel
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only help encourage
serving the poor and
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iresponsibility to be
strict," said Koehler.
go beyond their own
een very receptive to
stryand theVolunteer
y more intentionally
looks at the role of the gospel and what it says about the meaning of
service. They provide students a greatopportunity to work with otherstudents in thepresence of thepoor."
While faculty interest through different classes has grown
tremendously, the number of self- initiated student volunteers haspicked up slower than thestaff at the Volunteer Center wouldhave liked
tosee. It has gone fromabout 50 students last year to75 thisyear.
"I'd like to see more one-time events for students who want todosomething positive andlearn but can't volunteer one day a week," saidKoehler.
Suchevents as the Second Annual Turkey Dinner at Yesler Terracelast fall, or last Saturday's Greenup Day have been successful and funfor the students whoparticipated.
The Volunteer Centerhas worked withother campus groups suchasthe Office for Student Life, ASSU and Resident Student Services onspecialprojects all year.FallquarterRSSput on a caravan to a daycare
center for homeless kids, and a Halloween trick or treat night in theresidencehalls for localchildren.
This spring, the Volunteer Center worked with the Student LifeOffice on the Pathways program, for 40 freshmen who were interestedin "intentional whole person development." And it has helped in
numerous fundraisers such as the Variety Club Telethon with ASSUand for the Independent Colleges of Washington, and the Northwest
Children's Fund.
"Winter quarter was tough for us," saidKoehler. "We got snowed
out of two events. Campus Ministry still had their Simply SweetheartsDance, but we justcouldn't getout from all that snow."
Next year, the VolunteerCenter ishoping to expand on international
service. The Calcutta Experience is the only one they are actuallyinvolved in,but theyhave information on other foreign opportunities. Itis also workingon an alternative spring break program for next year."Instead of going to Palm Springs, you could go somewhere likeTijuana," said Koehler.
The VolunteerCenter willstay openallsummer. Thisis the time theyneed volunteers the most, because although students go away for thesummer, thepoor don't.
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Opera House, May 17-20. 25-
-26th
Royal Danish Ballet,
Opera House, June 4th,
7:30 p.m.
Student directs Spring Play
ByMONICA ALQUIST
Arts &Entertainment Editor
"When You Comin1 Back, Red
Ryder?" by Mark Medoff is Seattle
University's Spring production. The
title sounds intriguing and innocent like
a child's school game; however; this
play is far from being innocent. The
theme of theplay destroys the core of
human innocence. If that sounds brutal,
the messagegoeseven deeper. The play
poses the question; is it innocence that
people portray in the world or is it
really only illusions and facades.
The setting is a small-town cafe in
New Mexico in the late 19605. Teddy,
the villain in the story, is a Vietnam
Veteran who enters the cafe and holds
everyonehostage. Verbal and physical
abuse are Teddy's way of controlling
these small-town people and
diminishing them before each other's
eyes. Through his brutality, Teddy
breaks awayat the facades andillusions
taking placein this small-town cafe.
"He (Teddy) shreds them down to
their bare humanness," said Charlotte
Wintermann,play director. "Hepicks at
each person's insecurities, then leaves
them out in the open," said
Wintermann. "The show itself is so
personal, in fact, sometimes too
personal," she added. "Each of us see
someof Teddy or the small-townpeople
inus." Wintermann gave the example
that we constantly tell ourselves we
won't do something again,but yet we
do and wedon't likeadmittingit
Another interesting point is this is
SU's first production directed by a
student. Wintermann, a senior theatre
major with an emphasis in directing,
has been the stage manager for all,but
three productions since shecame toSU
in the fall of 1985. Before this
directingopportunity, she directedaone
act play at New City Theatre.
Wintermann chose theplay, "Where are
you going Red Ryder?" because she
likes its message and the dramatic
presentation. Sheknew she didn't want
acomedyoramelodrama.
The set design is different from SU
plays in the pastbecause the audience
will be sitting back stage as the set is
front stage. Wintermann felt putting
the audience in the main floor seating
would ruin the play's effectiveness
because it's sucha personal play.Pigott
Auditorium isn't meant for plays, it 's
meant,for public speeches,sheadded.
The cast consists of Marcus Nash,
who plays the villain,Teddy, David
Read as Red Ryder, David Ellinger,
Andy Bjelland, Linda Flannery, Mike
McClure, Jennifer Burrus and Kathie
Hubbard.
The show runs May 15th thru May
21st in the Pigott auditorium at 8
p.m., except for Sunday, May 21st,
which will be a 2p.m. matinee.






Marcus Nash and Jennifer Burrus face a heated moment in Seattle University's Spring
production of "When You Comin' Back Red Ryder," The play runs May 15th thru May 21st.
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Tips for launching your business career
Looking for a successful
career path? Look to
Business Careers.
We understand the importance of finding an opportunity suited
to your long-term aspirations, as well as your qualifications. If
you're a success-oriented business or communications senior with
proven leadership abilities,high scholastic achievement and some
work experience, we can help you reach your goals.
We represent more than 1,500 career opportunities each
month. And our consultants offer valuable coaching to help you
reap offers from opportunities. Watch for our ads in the Seattle
Times help-wanted section.
So, if you're looking for great opportunities, look to
Business Careers. Then start looking forward to a more
successful future.
E2BusmssCareers









Swayze: dirty dancer to swinging bouncer
By VTNHDO
StaffReporter
Patrick Swayze is Dalton, a barroom
bouncer with a sense of justiceand a
reputation for taking down guys twice
his size. Sam Elliot is Wade Garret,
Dalton's mentor who, though aging,
can still keep his end of a fight.
Together, they're in "Roadhouse", this
Spring's bound-to-be-a-hit action-
packedmovie.
"Roadhouse" isn't a thriller but the
pace is good enough here to keep you
on the edge of your seat. Patrick
Swayzedoesa fine jobas the tough,but
likeable Dalton.
Dalton's services are sought by a
Missouri barowner who wants to "clean
up" his bar to attract better quality
customers. Dalton accepts on the
condition that he is made the top
bouncer or "cooler" with the authority
to decide whoshould or should not work
with him. He turns the sleazy "Double
Deuce"bar, the kind wherechicken wire
surrounds the stage to protect singers
from beer bottles, into a hip nightclub.
He also makes enemies by firing
unproductive employees, among them
the nephewof the townlord.
Brad Wesley (BenGazarra), the town
lord, is the benevolent-looking but
jealoustype whodoesn't appreciatenew
businesses, especially successful ones
he can't control. Conflicts arise when
Wesley offers Dalton ahuge amount of
money to work for him and herefuses.
Apparently,Daltonknows the difference
between rightand wrongand which side
he wants to be on. He further gains
Wesley's ire when he falls for his ex-
wife, Elizabeth Clay (Kelly Lynch).
From here, themovie follows Wesley's
attempt to run Dalton out of town by
blowinguphis propertyand his friends
along with it.
Swayze's performance as a bouncer
who believes you can "be nice, until
you can no longer be nice" is quite
believable. The bouncer he plays
practices martial arts in the morningand
only fights when necessary. Also,
Swayze'sown skills asa dancer,as seen
in "Dirty Dancing," helped him
impressively execute some martial arts
maneuvers.
Elliot is very appealing as Wade
Garret.Hisperformance as an amiable,
easy-going personality complements
Swayze's righteous, and more serious
one. Garret's fighting techniques are,
however, somewhat more limited and
more Country-Western than Dalton's.
The most notableperformance hereis
by Gazarra. He was so convincingly
loathsome as Wesley, the upright-
looking but ruthless villain, youcould
nothelp feelingrelieved at his demise.
Some members of the audience were
even heard whoopingand hollering.
On a more cautionary note,
"Roadhouse" does contain a good
amount of nudity, sex and violence.
Those who are still interested would be
best served to leave their sensitivities at
home.
There will bea Patrick SwayzeLook-
Alike Contest tonight at The Attic
AlehouseandEaterylocatedon4226 E.
Madison. Contestants will be judgedat
9:30 pm. Prizes willbe awarded.
Oooh firecracker!
Carnelle (Holly Hunter) and Popeye (Alfre Woodard) star in"Miss
Firecracker," released this Friday, May 12th in city theaters.
ACT offers student discount
A Contemporary Theatre has
just announced a new discount
price for students for their
upcoming1989 season.
The discount willbe offered
during the first week of each of
the six mainstage productions.
Besides, offering half-price, day-
of-show tickets throughout the
season, ACT is charging $5 for
students and senior-citizens with
proper identification.
"Aspartofour continuingeffort
to reachout toallmembersof the
community, we are very pleased
to be offering students and
seniors citizens a chance to see
live theatre for less thanit costs to
see a movie, "said ACT Public
RelationsDirectorMichaelSande.
Thisnew offered discount is up
to 63% offtheregular ticket price.
For additional information call
ACTbox office at295-5110.
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Here they are:
The 1989-90 Resident Assistant Staff
Benny Allen Greg Beckman
Juan Barrigan Tom Bunger
Andrea Carey Mary Cline
Heidi Ellis Mac Gumboc
Bob Hendrix Jake Hollopeter
Jenny Howard Tom Jeffrey
Rachel Kirk John Kirkus
Dave Laemmle Dan Madden
Joanna Martin Laura McMahon
Betsy Meuret Luis Moreno
Renee Morioka Stephanie Moyes
Kriestin Olzack Jennifer Pelikan
Leigh Pierre Rebecca Reisch
Rowena Ribao Keri Schimmels
Michael Sherlock Wally Tablit
Katherine Taylor Jayna Williams
Congratulations!! We're all excited
to be working with you...next year's
going to be greai!!!
-from Laurie, Tom, Carla, Judy,
Rick, Phyllis & Ron
Beat the clock.
Put time on yourside witha Macintosh personal
computer.
No more all-night rewritesessions.
Nomore searching throughunorganizednotes.
Nomore waiting inline at the computer lab.
Save time forother things - like more sleep.
vhhv: Timeis running out, visitus today.
-■■■■^ Seattle University
■ Purchasing= 296-6490
1""""""11""1"""""1"""1" The power tobe your best.









Special to the spectator
This past weekend the Seattle
University Men's and Women's tennis
teams traveled toEllensburg todobattle
in the NAIA District Tennis
Tournament.
The women went into the tournament
with hopes of doing well in the
tournament, and did not disappoint.
The Lady Chieftains finished third in
the 10-team tournament, behind first-
place Puget Sound and second-place
Pacific Lutheran.
TheLady Chieftains werehelpedby a
strong performance from unseeded
juniorCynthia Goldsworthy,whomade
itto thequarterfinals. The fourth-seeded
doubles team of Petra Gagnon and
Jenny Adkisson flew through the
opening rounds without dropping a set,
but lost in the finals to Kate Murphy
andLisaDeck of UPS 7-5,6-3.
Things can only get better for the
Lady Chieftains,because they have no
seniors on the teamand expect a good
recruiting year. Coach Janet Adkisson
said of the women's performance, "The
best that a SU women's team has ever
had. All six women had winning
seasons, with high winning
percentages." The team finished with a
record of 12-3. Hanna Kunz will be
departing, but last year's number two
player, Carla Milan,will be returning
after spending ayear inEurope.
The men's team, who have had a
rough season this year (recordof2-12),
did not do as well at the tournament.
The only win for the team came from
the doubles team of Brian Gies and
Chris Thomas who won their first
roundmatch, 6-4,3-6, 6-3over UPS.
Adkisson said she is "hoping to
improve the men's team for next year,"
and welcomes some very goodrecruits
lined up to add to the squad, all of
whom willbe returningnextyear.
Some indivual records deserving
mention are Jenny Adkisson 13-2,Petra
Gagnon 13-3,CynthiaGoldsworthy 12-






A member of the M & Ms gets a spike past his opponent during doubles outdoor volleyball.
Hit or miss?
i
Brad Junker starts his swing during an intramural Softball game
recently. Dave Kuligowski Is the catcher.
New club pumps the fans
by TODDSUCKUT
Special to the Spectator
Student spirit at Seattle University
basketball games has notbeen high,but
a group of rabid fans are looking to
change that
They are the members of anew club
called the Bleacher Creatures. One
might remember some of these people
from the Chieftain basketball games.
They yelled and chanted, plus they
swung a teddy bear wearinga referee's
shirtaround in a noose. These spirited
peopleare thebackbone of theclub.
The club was started on a whim.
According to Scott Sciuchetti, the
Creature's president. "People would sit
and see how much fun we were having,
but wouldn't come over because they
didn't know anyone from the group.
We wanted to start a club so people
could get toknow people theynormally
wouldn't meet and in the same time
bring a lot of spirit and fun to SU
basketball games."
Theclub went through theprocess of
contacting ASSU executive vice-
president Steve Cummins for the
papers, and then beingratified by the
clubs committee. According to Scott
Greenwood, Activities Coordinator,
"They have done an excellent job
getting involved for anew club."
The club has a lot of goals set in
front of them. The first is getting
known and increasing the membership.
Secretary Chris Rider mentions,
"People have to get to know us as a
club and not the crazy, yelling group
that were at the games." He also said
that the Bleacher Creatures won't lose
anyof its enthusiasm at thegames now
that they are a club. They are also
trying to plan a few out of town trips
with the teams for nextyear.
The four executive officers are
presidentSciuchetti,vice-presidentTodd
Suckut, treasurer Joe Henry, and
secretary Rider. Advisor is women's
basketball coach Dave Cox. As Henry
stated, "We just want to bring more
spirit to the basketball games and have
fun at the same time. Ifwe helpothers
have fun while we are, then we are
doing our jobcorrectly."
According to in-coming activities
vice-president Chris Thomas, "I think
this club will be an excellent resource
in helping with activities,especially
basketball games."
For more information,see the ASSU
Unionbuilding,orcall 324-8586.
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MINISTRY /JOBSk^I
We have more job openings in W^V CallChristian organizations than ■ " »people to fill them. Youmay be |vfrj llltercriStO
qualified for one of them. *~"r Today
Call toll free todayor mail the f qaa j|Q/» 1Qj|<l
couponbelow. l-OUU-4ZO-l«>4Z
(206-546-7330 inWA,HIandCanada)
Mail thiscoupon lo , ,_, .. . , . ,
__._ Yes!Pleasesendme freeinformationon
Intercristo's Christian Placement Network. |
Intercristo Address |
The Career and Human
Resource Specialists City/Stale/Zip I
19303 Fremont AvenueNorth ■
Seattle. Washington 98133 Publication .u.«.»,0n ricrista
AnENTIONSU STUDENTS LEAVING






Tuesday.May 16th 9:00am.11:00am,1:00pm. 2:3opm ands:3opm.
Wednesday,May 17th 10:00am. 11:00am.1:00pm,and 2:oopm.
If youare unable toattend,go to the StudentLoan Dept.in the Univer-
sity Services Building Controller'sOfficeand fill outan interview form.
HOW TOCRAMFOR SUMMER.
Rentnowandget VzOFFyourfirstmonth's rent.
Its amazinghowmuch f minTTn 1 of furniture.AU ataffordablestuff youcancramintoone f^PUDLIU monthlyrates.NowevenmorePublicStoragerentalspace I^lPTfIDAPC affordable withoursummer
for the summer.Itsevenmore ■■OIUnHUC studentratesineffect. Show




self-storagecompany withlots ofpnvate Contact theresidentmanager fordetails,
spaces torentinmanyconvenientsizes, for Orforotherlocationscall
anythingfrombusinessrecords toahouseful 1-800-44-STORE.
Youstoreit.Youlock it.Youkeep thekey.




_i=i_ 23! Seattle/13th Aye.j , 1515 13th Avenue I
| j^ Seattle,WA 98122
I s^\ 329-6271
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'Resident's ear' listens to SU students
ByMATTHEW JJ.MONDA
StaffReporter
When it comes to hearing out
students, Theresa Morrison is all ears.
Morrison is an older Seattle University
student whohas taken ituponherself to
help students who feel they need
someone to talk to - especially campus
residents.
Morrisorl is nota psychologist, not a
therapist, and especially not a
counselor.She describes herselfmore as
a"residents'ear." Sheacknowledges the
need for someone to relate to the
students at SU, and has set up a
program through Student Services that
will give her the opportunity and
authority to conduct sessions with
students where theycan just ".. .sit and
discuss whatever his or her situation
[problem] i5. .."
Officially, Morrison is serving a
sociology internship(for credit) through
SU,but she says she feels she can help
students cope with the problems and
ordeals that we all face. Thus far,
information about Morrison's
availability and interest has traveled
aroundcampus by "wordof mouth" and
by her own aggressiveness in seeking
outand findingstudentswhoeither need
helpor just want to talk.
"Getting the students to want to share
with you...that takes somedoing." she
says. "I usually approach them.Ifound
out the way to reach them is go to
them...and thenit begins."
Some of the problems she has dealt
with include financial difficulties,
complaints about roommates and the
stress involved with living in the
dorms. Loneliness, the foreign
languagebarrier,alcohol and drugs and
family problems arealso broughtup. "I
want to make it a point that I'm not
giving them all the answers
- that I'm
listening," Morrison says.
When she anda student get together,
they usually talk for half an hour to 45
minutes, and try to build a trusting,
understandingrelationship. She says, "It
takes a while for them to be
comfortable with you - to know you
and to trust you and tell you things."
Morrison is confident that once she and
astudent establish an openrelationship,
that progress can be made in helping
students to overcome any problems or
anxieties they want to get rid of.
However, she adds, when a really
serious problem or crisis arises, she
doesn't hesitate to refer the student to
SU's Counseling Center.
Morrison says that both Judy Sharpe
and Ron Prestridge of Student Services
realize theneed for someonelikeher on
campus to communicate with the
students, and she hopes that they will
helpher to continue the Residents' Ear
program in the fall. For the time
being,Morrison is devotinga lot ofher
free time to helping students around
campus. She can be found either
walking around the university or at
thesespecific locations:
Monday/Wednesday - Campion
Towers from 1:00-2:30 (in the office
next to Tom O'Loughlin, Residence
Director).
Tuesday- Bellarmine Hallfrom 6:30-
-8:00 p.m. (in the President's Dining
Room for groupsessions).
Thursday - Xavier Hall from 2:00-
-3:30 (in thebasement offices).
"Having a group is better than just
having one.. .you just let them talk,"
she says.
Morrison stresses sheis separate from
theUniversity, andkeeps what she sees
and hears to herself. "If they think
you're in with the rest of the school,
forgetit,nobody will sayanything."
When defining what she does,
Morrison doesn't beat around the bush.






From 'Library' page three
regardednoise in the library. Cummins
said that the fan noise is abigproblem
but that theadministration has said they
can't do much about it due to the high
cost.
As far as people noise goes, that
appears to be a problem students will
have todeal with themselves. "We need
toshow some common courtesy to one
another,"Cummins said.
He added that he'd like to see word
processors located near where students
are finding their research material.
The administration,in its response to
the survey,stated that increasing library
holdings is a goal of the university and
that theyexpect increases in the near
future.
Their response claimed that
experiments with keeping the library
open longer in the past did not serve
enough people to make them
worthwhile. The funds needed to pay
workers for the extra hours would be
better spent increasing library holdings,
the administrationmaintained.
The response consideredall the issues
raised in the library portion of the
report. ASSUis expected todeliver its
"response to the response" in the next
week or so.






J(r^\. jfl Some longdistanceP^N^P NIB companies promise you. themoon,but what you
W really want isdependable,
W ' ■Pi high-quality service. That'sW^ I justwhat you'll getwhen
W m youchooseAT&T Long
ri
* m DistanceService, ata cost
BT M that'salot less thanyou
1 jj| "^fctfl think.Youcan expectlow■ *?£■ jM longdistance rates,24-hour
R-^M operatorassistance,clear
l|m^^g|| | connections and immediate■Z^^^ifl [ credit for wrongnumbers.Andtheassurance that








If youdlike to know
moreabout ourproducts or
services,likeInternationalRpSi^ ! Callingand theAT&T Card,
callus at1800222-0300.
GregRiley-Universityof NorthCarolina-Class of1989 '
AT&T
f-^m The fight choice.
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"assurepresentativecouncil n a nioj\ x ic\i
MEETINGNO. 25 OF1988-1989 JX/IUJIIVI IUI
Friday,May 12,1989
7:00-9:00 A.M. A discussionon the
SUB Conference Room tens^AmeSfan
college campuses
I. Check-in 7:00-7:05 andatSeattle
11. Approvalof lastmeetings minutes 7:05-7:08 University
111. Guest speaker: 7:08-7:38 """
MikeLowrey Dialogue with
"What itmeans tobe arepresentative" panelspeakers
IV. Open discussion 7:38-8:00 """
V. Quarter goalrecap 8:00-8:30 Refreshments
Personalre-focus session available
VI. Accounts codesapproval (Preliminary III) 8:30-8:55 """
VII. Announcements 8:55-9:00 Wednesday,
■ ' ""' ■■■■■■■■■■| May17 19g9
6 to8pm,
Lower Chieftain. —i """_ Sponsoredby the
Here's yet another way— * ASSURepresentativeJ J Council
to get involved:
ASSUisnowhiringstaff
for the 1989-1990 school year. ?
'"■"■'"''"" ""
tat
, j j i j ASSUConstituencyWork study andnon-workstudy „. c v j i. * . J Representative ElectionSchedulestudentsmay apply now
throughMay 19 in Monday,May15
SUB 203 for the following -Candidates forumfrom3-7 inthe° library
positions: .Absenteebalots availabe in theASSU
Office (SUB 203, 9am-7pm)" 2Publicity Assistants Tuesday May16" 2 Activities Assistants " mfaiJclfction'9am"7Pm .." All studentsmay vote,including" 2 AdministrativeAssistants seniors andwsuHotel &Restaurant" 1Financial Coordinator Managementstudents.




■HHSpring Clubs Workshop i^Hi " All studentsmayvote
Saturday,May13, 1989,9am-12pm,Cheiftain .Votingbooths will belocated near the
Itismandatory that at least oneperson from UniversityServicesBuilding,the Chieftain,
each clubattend inorder to bea fundedclub. theAdministrationBuildingandtheupper
Oneperson canonly represent oneclub.For mall libraryenterance.
more information call the clubs ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
commitee at 296-6050.
'
One video concentrateson Harding's
secretary, formerly a homeless single
mother wholosther apartment andlived
with her two young boys in a car for
five months inNew York.
In response to students' questions
about whathis videos will do,Harding
said he hopes they will leadpeople to
see that thehomeless are likeeveryone
else. Also, he said he hopes that
everyone will realize that a "home" is
what weall need - aplace where wecan
get support and help no matter what
happens to us. Then, he trusts that
ordinary people like himself will work
to improve the now-scattered agencies
and facilities which barely touch the
surface of theproblems of the homeless
and the hungry.
"America has plenty of money,"
Harding observed. "That's not the
problem. And Americans,Ifound on
my walk, are good people." What is
needed is concern and involvement and
thebringing togetherof resources such
as job centers, shelters and support
centers,headded.
"If we don't help the five million
homeless now, the trend indicates that
there will be 20 million by the year
2000," warnedHarding.
In response to Roger Dowdy,an SU
student, who suggested the useof open
government property such as military
bases as temporary shelters, Harding
agreed with the proposal but suggested
that neighbors often object to shelters
near their homes.
In Harding's view, a "home" is a
basic need for all people. "Home" is a
place for support, security and
sustenance,without which,he said, "we
would all have to spend our entire day
scrambling for shelter and food."
Without a home address,Harding said
he learned, you cannot get a welfare
check or food stamps.




Financial Aid Students. If youhave
receivedNational Direct Student/Perkins
Loan and GSL Loans and are not
returning to SU in Fall 89, you are
required toattend agroup exitinterview
in the University Services Building,
SecondFloor ConferenceRoom heldon
Tuesday, May 16 at 9 and 11 a.m.and
at 1:00, 2:30 and 5:30 p.m.. If you are
unable to attend any of these sessions,
pleasecome to the StudentLoan Office
tosign an interview form.
Volunteers Needed! Here's your chance
to make asplash! The Seattle Aquarium
is looking for volunteers for weekday
mornings to help feed the animals,
maintain exhibits,go diving, get wet,
have fun,and makeacontribution to the
community. Sound interesting? Come
to an introductory meeting on
Wednesday, May 20, at 9:00 a:"m. in
The Aquarium Auditorium and find out
how youcan help the biologistkeepall
theanimals healthyand happy.
The Vietnam War: A Look Back and a
Look Forward. A Vietnam Vet will
speak on his experiences and a movie
will be showndepicting troopsreactions
then andnow. Wednesday May17 from
12-1 p.m. in the Library Auditorium.
Free. Sponsored by the Coalition for
Human Concern.
Doomsday Economics: Fact orFiction?
Ravi Batra, author of seven books
including the controversial best-seller
The Great Depression of 1990 and
professor of economics at Southern
Methodist University, will speak at the
Albers Business Forum, tonight 7:30
pm., Campion Ballroom. Respondents
willincludeMike Lowry,Distinguished
Visiting Professor of Public
Administration; and Glenn Pascall,
economics columnist for The Seattle
Times and president of Columbia
Group, Inc. For more info, call 296-
-5700.
How can you help to promote nuclear
awareness? Paul Loeb, nationally
known lecturer and author of Nuclear
Culture, will speakon the nuclear age
and the importance of student activism.
Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Wyckoff
Auditorium,EngineeringBuilding. For
more info,call 296-6058.
TheProminence of Capitalism. Robert
Heilbroner,Norman Thomas Professor
of Economics at the New School and
one of the foremost economic thinkers
of our time, will speak on "The
Triumphof Capitalism." Monday,May
15 at 7:30 p.m. in the Campion
Ballroom. For more info, call 296-
-5737.
Financial Management guest speaker
series. DavidHill,managerof Safeco's
Mutual Funds Division,will speak on
Monday,May 15 from 5:30 to 6:30 in
Pigott 455. For more info, call 296-
-5700.
Women in Leadership. Beverly
Anderson Forbes, adjunct professor in
education, will speak on the kind of
leader needed for the future and why
women are especially suited to be
tranformational leaders. May 16 from
noon to 1:00 p.m. in the Stimson
Room.Formore info,call 296-6320.
"TheRoman Catholic Bishops' pastoral
on Women: A Biblical Response.".A
speechgiven by Karen Barta, assistant
professor of theology and religious
studies.Wednesday,May17, from 7:30
to 9:00 a.m. in the Casey Commons.
Continental Breakfast for $4.For more
info,call 296-5320.




Right now,you can discover how the best
just got a littlebetter. Enjoy special
savings from Domino's Pizza® with these
coupons. You'll see why more people
call us for pizza delivery than all the rest
combined. Andnow, there's another
reason why the best just can't be beat.









|Zip Phone |Zip Phone |
Must FIN Out To Be Valid. Must Fill Out To Be Valid.
One CouponPer Pizza. One Coupon Per Pizza.
IOFFER EXPIRES May18, 1989 IOFFER EXPIRES May18,1989
JValid atparticipating stores only. Notvalid !Valid atparticipating storesonly. Not validIwithany otheroffer. Prices may vary. Iwithany otheroffer. Pricesmay vary.
ICustomerpaysapplicable sales tax. Limited|Customerpaysapplicablesales tax. Limited|
■delivery area. Our drivers carryless than $20|delivery area. Ourdriverscarry less than $20*




12 p.m. - 3 p.m.
AND
CLASS'ADS
Government Homes! $1.00 (U
Repair) Foreclosures, Tax
DelinquentProperty.Now Selling.
This area! Call (refundable)1-518-
-459-3546 ext.H7O72AC for listings.
On-Campus
ResumeService
at a very reasonable rate.
Professionally: edited,typeset
and laserprinted at a fraction of
the off-campus services cost.
Call Seri 296-6470.
Attention-Government Seized
Vehicles from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.





through September. Write Nora
today for more information.
Holiday Inn Resort,PO Box 1468
Estes Park, CO 80517 (303) 586-
-2332.
Quality Word Processing.
Resumes, letters, theses, and




Conveniently located in Capitol
Hill. 329-2688.
California Recruiters
can help you find your teaching
position in Sunny California.
Current lists of job offers in your
specialty. Call now at 1-800-Job in
CA or write to us at: California
Recruiters,P.O. Box 220, Rio Dell,
CA95562-0220/
H2O bed for sale headboard and
accessories included. $100 or best
offer. Call 329-8217. Roomate
wanted ASAP through the
summer.1block fromcampus for4





Work in progressive, young
professional environment with
very flexible hours. Commerical
Real Estate/Development office
needs "multi-faceted" individual
toanswer phones,great clients and
handle office procedures. $6.50 an
hour. Interviewing immediately
contact Vicki at 322-8703 or 820-
-8266.
ATTENTIONHiring! Government
jobs -your area. Many immediate
openings without waiting list or
test. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-
-838-8885.
Faculty/Staff Only. Puerto
Vallarta, ten days at $399.00
includes round trip air andhotel.
For information /reservations,
phone Moment's Notice at (206)
343-0120.
Perfect for Commuter- Stay
overnight Sunday Tuesday





for twogirls ages 1 1/2 and
5 1/2 years01d,35-40 hours
per week,room andboard,
f $400/500. June 1 thru
\ugust 15.
CallPeter Nickerson
296-5737 or 522-0341
